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Nixon rejects latest subpoena
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon flatly rejected yesterday the
House Judiciary Committee's latest
subpoena for tapes and documents and
said he would do the same on any such
future demands
Nixon wrote Chairman Peter W
Rodino (D-N.J.) that he must
"respectfully decline" the
impeachment panel's subpoenas for 11
more tapes of Watergate discussion
and the President's daily scheduling
diaries.
That decision applies to "such

further subpoenas as may hereafter be
issued." Nixon said.
"IT'S A MISTAKE." declared
Illinois Rep. Robert McClory, one of
the committee's Republican members.
"We're all disappointed in the lack of
cooperation "
"He's telling us in flat terms the
coverup continues," said Rep. George
E Danielson, (D-Calif i "We'll just
file it away and consider it another
impeachable offense.'" said Rep.
WilliamL Hungate(D-Mo).

Nixon's balk at the subpoenas-whose
deadline expired at 10 a.m. yesterday
was his second rebuke to the
committee within hours.
THE PANEL w«* informed late
Tuesday night that the President would
hand over a partial transcript of on*
discussion in response to a separate
request for dozens of tapes relating to
the ITT antitrust settlement and milk
price cases.
The President s chief lawyer, James
D. St. Clair, then delivered the chief
executive's answer to the Watergate
subpoena at 11 a.m. yesterday.
Nixon wrote that "It is clear that the
continued succession of demands for
additional presidential conversation
has become a never-ending process.
and that to continue providing these

conversations in response to the
constantly escalating request would
constitute such a massive invasion into
the confidentiality of presidential
conversations that the institution of the
presidency itself would be fatally
compromised."
THE PRESIDENT "I") repeated an
earlier offer "to answer, under oath,
pertinent written interrogatories, and
to be Interviewed under oath by you
and the ranking minority member at
the White House "
St. Clair generally declined
comment on the decision, telling
reporters that he "simply delivered a
letter from the President to the
chairman."
Nixon asserted again in the letter
that he had given the committee the

full story of Watergate when he
released the edited transcripts of a
number of conversations April 30.
The tapes of most of those talks also
had been subpoenaed, and the panel
notified Nixon that the edited versions
were not sufficient to comply with that
order
The President also is fighting
District Judge John J. Sirica's order
Monday for him to turn over M tapes
sought by Special Prosecutor Leon
Jawortki.
Jaworski revealed the White House
had claimed in that dispute that the
special prosecutor could not take the
President to court, a disclosure which
prompted the Senate Judiciary
Committee to declare Tuesday its

support for Jaworski and his
independence.
IN
ANOTHER
SENATE
development.
the Watergate
Committee voted 5-0 to grant
immunity from prosecution to Texas
lawyer Jake Jacobsen in an attempt to
get him to testify about an alleged
110.000 dairy Industry bribe to former
Treasury Secretary John B. Coonally.
Connally has denied taking the
money.
The House committee members
spent three hours in closed session
yesterday morning and listened to one
of the tapes It already has on hand-a
I conversation late in the afternoon of
March 21, UTS, among the President.
John W. Dean III. H R Haldeman, and
John D. Ehrlichman.

SGA adopts revised bylaws
By Dave Davis
Staff Reporter
The Student Government Association
(SGA) adopted revised SGA bylaws
Tuesday night including 'new
procedures for election ballot
tabulation
The revised section reads: "The
Elections and Opinions Board shall
arrange for the counting of ballots to
begin immediately after the closing of
the polls
"The count shall continue until
completion, with the results being
announced to the public as soon as they
are available.
"Under no circumstances may the
ballots be impounded, the counting
stopped, or the posting of results
delayed."
According to SGA president Doug
Bugie, this section was added to
prevent delays in election tabulations
as in last February's Student Body

Organization elections.
SGA also adopted revisions of the
SGA constitution. The revisions
include:
-The SGA vice-president has been
established as chairperson of Student
Senate meetings, freeing the president
from restrictions of parliamentary
duties;
-Senate approval is required for all
expenditures in excess of S50;
-Failure of a senator to initiate a
service project within 10 weeks has
been established as grounds for
impeachment;
-All of SGA's official business must
be conducted publicly;
-A student court screening board
was given a role in the selection of
Student Court Justices. A tost for these
posts is to be developed to insure that
justices have a minimal understand In*
of legal procedures;

-A one-month time limit has been
inserted for all Student Appeals Board
(SAB) court cases;
-SAB has been brought into the SGA
constitution. SAB's procedures have
been specified within the framework of
the Student Code. Revision of the
Student Code may be necessary to
legalize some procedures;
-Initiative (a petition to enact
legislation from persons outside SGA),
referendum (a petition to repeal
legislation), and recall (a petition to
remove an elected official from office)
have been incorporated Into the
constitution to protect the student body
rights,
-Certain parts of the constitution
will now be amendable only by a
student body vote. These include the
open meeting, records section and the
initiative, referendum, and recall
article. The number of officers and
presidential veto sections also are

included.
According to Mike P. Florio. senior
(AliS), and chairperson of the revision
committee, the revisions were done to
update and generally clarify the
bylaws and con.'titu lion
In other action, Dennis C. Bottonari,
sophomore (B.A.), was named
assistant representative to the Board
of Trustees.

Weather
VartaMe cloedlaess today
Highs 71 i* 75 degrees. Partly
deady tonight aad tomorrow
Lean toaught la the lew to mid Ma.
Highs tomorrow la the Baser Ms
sad tower 7ta. Probability of
precipitation M per ceat today aad
It per cent taeright.

Oil student workers to decide
unionization in election today
By Rick Bensmaa
Staff Reporter

The Gilbert Young Art Exhibit, now on display in the
Browsing Room, Union, includes painted and penciled works
as well as photography. Entitled "They Produce Miracles,"
the one-man show attempts to capture what Young calls "a
positive feeling about black people and their emotions."
(Newsphoto by Joseph W Darwal)

Student workers at Ohio University
will decide in an election today if they
want to join the recently-formed
Student Workers Union Inc.. according
to Wendy Greenwald, a member of the
union's board of trustees.
Greenwald said that due to problems
between the union and the university
administration, a mediator was called
in to help set up the election and

determine what results are necessary
for the union to exist on campus.
She said 70 per cent of the student
employees on campus must vote and 40
per cent of the 1.800 student workers
must vote in favor of joining the union.
EVENTS LEADING to the election
began fall quarter 1973 when a group of
about 30 student employees decided to
unionize, according to Greenwald.
Union president Mark Satchwell
said, "People actually doing the work

Students give opinions

Recreation facilities inadequate
Editor's aote: This Is the third la a
five- part series aa tatramnral facilities
M the University as viewed by facalty
■ embers.
stadeats
aad
admlaistratioa. Part fear will appear
By Doaaa Shaw
aad
See Peealcke

When students were recently asked
about the intramural and recreational
facilities on campus, they generally
agreed that conditions need
improvement.
In a person on the street survey of 30
University students, many cited the
natatorium and basketball and tennis
courts as some of the areas needing the
most rennovation
ThomasSteele, freshman (Ed.), said
that the swimming pool is obsolete,
although he likes the open swim
periods. He added that a new
recreational complex should include a
pool.
Sharon Brock, senior (Ed), said the
pool is the worst facility on campus
"IT'S TOO SHALLOW, old and
dingy." she said, adding that moat
schools have pools with separate diving
tanks for competition.
"What is needed is a new aquatic
complex with a diving tank and an
Olympic-size pool. Ours is not safe

enough for diving competition," Brock
said.
Dave Lonsway, freshman (A&S),
said there should be more indoor
recreational facilities, especially for
basketball.
"During basketball season, you have
to go over at 7 a.m. if you want to get a
court," be said.
MARC ROBINSON, sophomore
(B.A.), agreed that empty basketball
courts are hard to find.
"You have to fight to get a court
when you want to use one," Robinson
said
There is a high demand for tennis
courts, especially in the spring,
according to Linda Kikstadt,
sophomore (A4S). "They're always
full," she said.
When campus courts are
unavailable, Mary O'Neill, junior
(Ed.), said. "I sometimes end up going
to the city park to play tennis."
Dave Sampson, sophomore (B.A.),
said that even though the gyms are in
poor condition, he uses them because
be "has nowhere else to go."
"THE TRACK COULD use a new
surface and the gyms need new
basketball backboards and nets This "
Sampson said, "coupled with the small
size of the gyms, leaves a lot to be
desired."
Terry Speck, sophomore (B.A.). said,
the men's gym has poor lighting and a

lack of space. He added that there is
also a need for more handball courts.
Speck and Steele also cited a need for
more weight rooms.
Barbara Wapshall. junior (Ed), said
the showers in the women's gym are
dirty and some do not work. She said
the lighting and ventilation are poor in
the Women's Building.
Janet Fries, senior (Ed.), also saw a
need for bettor women's facilities. She
said the locker rooms in the women's
gym are outdated and unsanitary.
THE FACILITIES for women need
"more equipment, better lighting,
better ventilation and acoustical
improvements,'' Fries said.
"I think that a new intramural
facility should be built on campus. The
facilities are outdated." said Andy
Heath, freshman (Ed.).
Bonnie Barkley, junior (Ed), agreed
that there is a need for a new building,
but "if it means a tuition increase, I'm
against it, "she added.
DAN MONNIN, sophomore (B.A.),
said students pay too much to support
varsity athletics when that money
should be used for more and better
facilities for students themselves.
Monnin said the stadium is used
poorly and not enough. He added it is
basically used for six or seven football
games and then deserted, when it
should be used for other things, like
concerts and recreational activities.
Most, but not aU, of the 30 students

were critical of intramural facilities.
The rest indicated that facilities were,
at best, only adequate.

were getting the short end of the
stick." He said he washed dishes in a
room where "machines were not kept
up." He explained that several of the
machines leaked, making the floor
slippery and dangerous.
Satchwell also noted that wages
were only $1.65 per hour, males were
on different wage rates than females
and only 22 blacks were hired, a
number he described as "next to
none."
Greenwald said the university
administration agreed to discuss the
worker's desire to join a union winter
quarter but "the university refused to
come to any compromises. "
The group of students considered
joining the American Federation of
State and County Municipal Employees
(AFSCME), but Greenwald said they
were new at organizing students" and
their dues were too high.
She said that about the second week
in February, the student workers'
group decided to form an independent
union.

THE STUDENT Workers Union Inc.
wanted to represent all student
employees except work-study students,
according to Greenwald. She said these
students are "80 per cent federally
funded. We couldn't bargain with the
federal government.''
Greenwald said the administration
insisted that the work-study students
be allowed representation in the union
since they would receive benefits
gained by the union. "They wouldn't
compromise," she said, and added that
the administration decided that 50 per
cent of the work-study students must
sign in favor of the union in order for It
to be required.
Greenwald said that when the
administration refused to allow an
election to determine if student
employees wanted the union, and when
the administration refused to allow a
mediator to referee the matter, the
union leaders agreed to call for a oneday strike of the university's largest
cafeteria
. To DOB# thr--

College proposal lacks support
Presenting a proposal for a communications college to
Academic Council before the end of the academic year is
apparently impossible.
Council has one meeting scheduled before the end of
the quarter, and Provoat Dr. Kenneth Rothe, chairman
of Academic Council, has not received a proposal that
has garnered enough support for presentation to Council.
Dr. Rothe explained yesterday that proposals for new
colleges must be approved by Academic Council before
formulative activities may begin.
"It is clear that all participants have not come to any
agreement that could be placed before Academic
Council," Dr. Rothe said. "If the poeple Involved don't
want to see it, it won't come to pass."
COMMITTEES TO INVESTIGATE the need for a
communications college at the University nave existed
for more than two years. An exploratory committee
reported more than a year ago to University President
Hollis A. Moore Jr. that at the time, a College of
' Communications was infeasible
A second committee consisting of faculty from the
departments of speech, popular culture, marketing and
journalism worked through fall quarter 1973 and into
winter quarter without reaching an agreement. Two

proposals for the college were drawn up but neither won
the committee's official support.
The first proposal, submitted by members of the
speech department, called for a faculty college in which
instructors would be labeled as members of that college
The second proposal, submitted by a representative of
the marketing department, sought a program college in
which curricula crossing departmental lines would lead
to a degree in communications.
BOTH PROPOSALS were given to Dr. Rothe during
winter quarter.
A third proposal was suggested about two weeks ago
when Dr. Del Hilyard, a member of the speech
department on leave for a year to serve as executive
assistant to the University President, wrote what he
called a compromise between the first two proposals
According to Dr. Rothe. none of the proposals have
received enough support from a sufficient majority of
faculty who would be involved in forming the college.
Dr. Rothe said lack of a communications college
proposal before Academic Council means the issue is
still alive

"There is never a final decision until a proposal la
made." be said "If there's no proposal, you can't aay It's
(communications college) dead."
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Apathy is this University s middle name
It would probably be easier to swim across the Atlantic Ocean than try
to wake the University's sleeping masses
Tuesday night Campus Safety Director Dale Shaffer took part in the
Opportuniversity program and conducted a discussion with interested
persons in the Main Lounge of Anderson Hall.
No more than seven students attended the discussion at one time.
This is not the fault of the Opportuniversity program, as the event was
announced in the Green Sheet and advertised in the dormitories.
Campus Safety is one of the most maligned organizations on campus.
Students beef about parking services and police policy every day
When it came time for students to be constructive by exchanging ideas
with Shaffer, however, nary a soul felt it was worth their effort to show
up.
The next time you have a complaint, don't just throw stones without
Offering suggestions for improvement because it is the "in" thing to do.
Show up at meetings and make them constructive It is the best and
quickest way to bring about change.

the axe for others ?
NEW YORK CITY-Free societies
are alwayi volatile. It's our strength as
well as our charm. Still, It's
astonishing how quickly the
unthinkable
becomes
the
Indispensable, toe anathema, the
imperative. That's how the dice have
rolled In the matter of impeachment.
Six months ago, millions of
Americans were telling the poll takers,
"If we Impeach him, it will tear the
country apart."
Today ths same millions are saying,
"If we don't impeach him, he will tear
the country apart."
No one can charge us with having
lightly' or casually turned against the
President. Some would say that the
shabbiness of his conduct has been
condoned much too long. What
fascinates me at this trembling
moment is history is the clear-eyed
way in which some people have begun
to look beyond impeachment, beyond

the departure of Mr. Nixon, to a
government suddenly revitalized and
purged of impurities.
PEOPLE ARE even writing letters
to journalists suggesting which
bureaucrats deserve to depart on
whatever Air Force plane speeds the
Nixons out of town.
To date, the names leading all the
rest are Secretary of Agriculture Earl
Butz, Atty. Gen William Saxbe and
Postmaster Elmer Klassen.

The most enduring monument to
But? memory, says one letter, will be
bread at 96 cents a loaf and
malnourished children with bowed legs
and dull eyes.
President Gerald Ford, when he
shakes up the bureaucracy, may well
appoint some simple tulip grower from
Michigan as the next head of
Agriculture, but chances are he'll do
better than the man one letter refers to
as "dumb ol' Earl."
It was Butz. as any housewife will
tell you, who turned away complaints
about food prices with a regal, "Let
them eat less." It will be his epitaph
WHEN THE cost of beef soared
indecently last year, it was sunny ol'
Earl who found a reason for us to be
grateful. While prices were high, he
said, we could depend on finding the
better cuts "The kind I like." be
added.

option death
The move by the Ohio Board of Regents to kill the calendar option for
State universities is nothing less than autocratic
The worst part is the board did not even see fit to make public their
reasons for shelving the option.
.University Provost Dr. Kenneth W. Rothe said the Chancellor of the
Ohio Board of Regents. Dr Dolph Norlon. apparently killed the whole
idea ."
This move was most unfair to the universities involved
This is not to say the switch" from quarters to semesters is desirable or
undesirable, as both the quarter and semester systems have their strong
points But universities should have the right to decide the issue
themselves
'_ The Board of Regents apparently did not look forward to doing the
work necessary if a university chose to make the calendar switch
. "It's very frustrating to deal with people under these circumstances,"
Dr Rothe said
- It certainly is.

I WISH WE COULD HAVE MET UNDER DIFFERENT CIRCUMSTANCES

As. our chief lawman, former Sen.
Saxbt should know enough to keep a
civil tongue in his head. But he
blathers. His harsh remarks about
kidnaped Patty Hearst did not please
American parents. He joined the list of
Nixon expendables then and there.
The combination of erratic postal
service and continually rising rates has
turned all of us against the Post Office
But when you add to that seething
anger the imperious figure of Elmer T.
Klassen. the grand potentate of
postmasters, you have a public mad
enough, as one reader put it, "to go spit
in the mail slots."
Some 2 million people write
complaining letters to the Post Office
every month. Millions more doubtless
have complaints but are convinced
their missives would end up at the
dead-letter office, which must by now
occupy several city blocks.
In hailing the better world a-comin
after Mr. Nixon goes, we may be
overlooking one depressing-and likely
-possibility.
It could be that President Ford will
insist that Butz, Saxbe, Klassen and
other Nixonians remain in office,
serving us with the brilliance and
devotion be, Gerald Ford, has admired
in them for so long.
IT COl'l.D even come to pass that
Gerald Ford has some old chums
waiting in the wings who will make the
Nixon bumblers look shrewd, able and
devoted. But let's give not a windy
night a rainy morrow.
Of a few departures, however, we
may be fairly certain. Ron Ziegler will
leave by the back door, all other exits
being inoperative at escape time. We'll
also see the end of those tacky divines:
the Rev. Billy- who has been slowly
backing away for months-and Father
John. who. like all of us, will be bereft
of Mr. Nixon's "moral leadership."
There's a great deal that's tragic and
pathetic in the collapse of the Nixon
Presidency, but removal of nitwits,
incompetents and boors who fatten at
the public trough can only give the
country a lift.
Copyright 1*74. LM Angeles Times

LeTTers
appreciative
As noted in the BG News of May 21,
1974, I am about to conclude a decade
of administrative assignment and
return to full-time activity as a
professor of speech.
As I do so, I must take a moment to
express my respect and appreciation to
the many people-students, faculty,
and fellow administrators- who made
the chores of administration worth the
effort
I have never entirely given up
teaching, although the competing

demands of administrative work have
sometimes prevented me from
teaching as well as I would have liked
to. I have been so long away from fulltime effort in my chosen field that I
would soon have ceased to have
anything new to say in the classroom.
I could not bring myself to teach in
that sterile fashion, but when faced
with the alternative, I found 1 could not
give up teaching either
I WILL NOW, thanks to the courtesy
and helpfulness of the Provost and of
the speech department, resume" my
duties as a teacher and scholar in my

field.
As I do so, I will remember
gratefully the many students whom I
have met, and whom I might not have
met in the classroom.
1 will remember warmly the faculty
friends who helped to make me feel
that my tasks were worthwhile, and
with whom I now join in a different
kind of effort
1 will remember with admiration the
many skillful and talented
administrative colleagues from whom
I have learned so much.
To all of these, I offer thanks for

speaking out

the same old joke
An old joke is circulating around
campus again
It's Student
Government Association (SGA). Not
very funny anymore, is it? It tends to
be frustrating instead of mirthful.
The joke isn't funny anymore
because students have seen so much
ineptness on the part of SGA that they
are almost certain it's just a status
symbol for its officers.
Last year's student government
members tried to disguise the joke by
changing the organization's name from
Student Body Organization (SBO) to its
present moniker, SGA
Students, however, immediately
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Editorial Kdlur

recognized the SGA as the bumbling
friend (?) they'd known and loved for
years.
THE SBO administration of last year
started problems for this year's crew
because of SBO s poor handling of
February's student body elections
The ensuing controversy
demonstrated how Inadequately
prepared SBO was to handle an
emergency.
The News reported the weak spots In
the election system, and were
subsequently hauled into the student
court by an SBO official who could not
believe SBO was capable of such idiocy
and blamed the election affair on the
nearest scapegoat.
That's like blaming the fire on the
innocent passerby who pulled the fire
alarm.
When the whole election affair was
filially cleared up (with most of the
clearing done by the Administration) it
was obvious that student government
at the University was in dire need of
some changes.
THE BIGGEST change SGA has
made so far was to change their name.
Sure, SGA has done a few good things
for the students, such as arranging for
buses to the Kent State Rally in early
May, joining the National Student
Lobby and working within the Ohio
Student Association
But the boners SGA has pulled have
stuck out like a sore thumb. An

example: the now-defunct spring
concert. SGA President Doug Bugle
announced In early April that the
University had given the green light
for a stadium concert to be held in the
spring.
Securing the use of the stadium for
concerts was a fine piece of work, but
Bugie made the mistake of announcing
there would be a spring stadium
concert before the acts were booked.
Then throwing out names like Elton
John, the Rolling Stones and Paul
McCartney and Wings caused even
further anguish when the concert plans
were canceled.
BUGIE SAID he will try to schedule
a concert for fall quarter. Let's nope no
premature announcements about the
Beatles reuniting to play in the
Stadium come from the SGA
President s office.
Another example: the Randy
Hathaway affair. Hathaway was
recommended by the Personnel Board
to be appointed as coordinator of
involvement, but was turned down by
the Student Senate.
The opinion in many circles is that
Hathaway was turned down because he
ran for Student Senate (then called
Steering Committee) against those
who are now on the Student Senate.
Bugie stated Tuesday In the News
that Hathaway was rejected by Student
Senate because they found information
about him which was not brought out in
the screening process.
C'mon Doug! It cant be so bad that
you can't let the rest of us In on It.
What do you know that we don't?
THIS IS AN example (on a smaller
scale) of politics that so badly
damages national government.
If this SGA Administration doesn't
fare any better in the time they have
remaining, student government at this
University could lose any purpose and
power it has.

these good years, and I look forward to
a different sort of good year to come
George Herman
Professor of Speech

cooks cont.
I write this letter to clear up a few
misunderstandings which seem to have
arisen concerning my article entitled
"Appreciate Your Cooks", which
appeared in the BG News (Tues..
May 7).
First of all. I address myself to Mr.
O'Ryan-who seems to feel that I was
attacking his right to complain about
the food in the cafeterias.
At no time in my article. Mr.
O'Ryan, did I make any value
judgment about either the food or
your privilege to "bit-" (as you so
culturally put It). I lived in a dorm for
two years myself, and am well aware
of the poor quality of some of the
meals.
I also fully support you. and all other
students voicing such complaints. I
was simply calling for a little praise
mixed in when you do I no matter how
bard you may have to look) find
something worth complimenting.
THE COOKS work with what they
have, and. In my opinion do the best
with it. In serving such quantities of
people, the cafeterias are forced often
tunes to use meat substitutes, etc. to
keep costs down. But I am not making
excuses-the food Is many times poor.
One more thing Mr. O'Ryan.
Granted, many students living in the
dorms may very well be somewhat
"undernourished" and overcharged'
-but, come now O'Ryan, "starving" Is
going a bit far.
I sincerely suspect that neither you
or the majority of other students at
this University have even neared
starvation.
If you will only open your eyes, you
will see the many overlapping bulges
around campus which prove exactly
the opposite!
In reply to w j. Trame and D.W.
Amstutx (Friday. May 17-"A Day for
the Cooks"), I also have much more
"pressing matter" at hand than
worrying about such trivia as the cooks
(e.g., getting a job next year).
BUT I enjoyed taking the time to
write something which I felt very
strongly about. Furthermore,
gentlemen, the BG News is a University newspaper -as such; It not only has
the job of reporting commentary of
larger national significance--but also
oo the local and, most important. University-community level.
Moreover, the News can serve
people such as O'Ryan as a means to
|«t food services know about their
grievances.
Finally, while realizing the sarcastic
manner in which you suggested

"Cook's Day", 1 take your suggestion
as very valid-but why limit such a day
to honor only the cooks-let's have a
"University Employees Day "-a day
set aside each year for those people
who keep our University running, while
freeing people such as you to concern
yourselves with the "Wounded Knees"
of America.
Michael E. Skinner
309HE. Merry

lottery worse
than pinball
It really disappoints me to read in
the newspaper of the city's law
enforcement agencies "cracking
down" by raiding pinball centers and
hassling patrons with court citations
for winning a free game or games
Someone comes up with a new law or
a new interpretation of an old law and
tries (succeeds) to get rid of maybe a
half hour of recreation to some
student, or anyone for that matter, who
is trying to work off some frustration
from a busy day in the classroom by
skillfully playing a machine and
winning a couple free games from the
quarter he has.
Because of the new law people are
not playing pinball machines (who
wants to get ripped off a quarter for
just two lousy games?) giving the
people who normally play the
machines more tune to get in trouble
doing something else
Consequently, pinball centers are
losing a large amount of patrons and
money. Why are they taking away the
recreation? The answer-it's
gambling!
BUT THEN look at the state They
have passed a law for a state lottery.
Sure it will help a few people but it Is
going to help the state more. They are
getting all the money.
Of course this kind of gambling is
alright, isn't it?
I feel the law enforcement agencies
should "crack down" on these large
gambling practices instead of taking
away a couple free games from a
patron of one of these pinball centers
and hassling him or her in court.
There are R.A.'s, hall directors and
administrators hollering about
students taking care of the dorms in
which they live.
But Isn't it strange how a vending
machine which has been empty for
three weeks (candy machine hi Prout
Hall) has received no attention from
the people who run the dorm.
Shouldn't these people set the
example by taking care of these things

and then maybe the students will see
that someone else gives a damn and
they (maybe) will start taking care of
their dorm.
Mark J Fuller
323 Prout

move
rote reviews
I was shocked at the naivete of
Colonel Hettie in his assumption that
ROTC campus war games are
accepted with apathy by the Bowling
Green student body. His whole article
In Wednesday's BG News is unfounded
and false.
I can only wonder where he received
his information Is it because the
students are reacting non-violently and
not imposing a sit-in or some other
physical sign of hostility that he thinks
they don't mind ROTC's kill-training
program?
I have not taken any polls. I can only
speak for myself and my friends, but
we are not bursting with tolerance
and/or indifference
Okay, granted that the ROTC cadets
must simulate war as a part of their
training, why must it take place on our
campus and in our viewing?
Fine, they are free to do their thing,
but it should not interfere with the rest
of the students doing theirs! You must
admit that night walks are not too
peaceful and relaxing when surrounded
by men with guns.
My friends, acquaintances, and
myself resent our rights to privacy
being imposed upon by subjecting us to
be reminded of bow easy it is to
brainwash human beings into killing
other human beings.
IF ROTC CADETS must play war,
and if the University wants to avoid
student unrest, the war games should
be moved. It might even be beneficial
to ROTC to have the games relocatedmaybe to a nearby woods to simulate
jungle conditions.
Or maybe they could play "capture
the town!" I wonder if the townspeople
would stand for that.
Here represents a handful of
students In a campus of over 15,000
students, I'm sure that we don't stand
alone in our sentiments. Does it only
take open anger before the feelings of
others are taken into consideration?
It's a sad, sad attitude
Jayne L. Gulluf sen
UaDsrrow
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OU has mixed reactions
Feelings « mind oa
Ohio University'• (OU)
campus over Sunday'!
announcement by OU Prentdent Claude Sowle that he
would resign at the end of
the school year.
Reaction to Sowle's
announcement has ranged
from encouragement for
him to stay to expressions of
relief that be might leave.
Sowtt ■ giving

thought'' to whether or not
be will remain as the
school's chief, according to
Peg Black, OU information
officer.

asking Sowle not to resign
because
of
recent
disturbances In Athens,
Ohio, home of the university.
Sowle announced bis
resignation after several
days of student disturbances, as well as
demands from black student
groups and the OU Student
Workers Union (SWU).

BLACK SAID Sowle has
received "a great many
appeals from legislators,
faculty, students and
trustees to remain."
The OU faculty senate
I a resolution Tuesday

There
were
also
confirmed reports that there
were kidnap threats against
Sowle's family.
SOWLE SAID he could
"no longer take the insane
conditions'' at OU, adding
thai "it is unfortunate that
In such a setting, the dedicated, selfless efforts of so
many can be nullified by the
senseless acts of so few."
Black students last week
submitted a list of Si
demands to Sowle, dealing
mainly with the hiring of
black faculty members.
Sowle met with about 200
black students, and
reportedly was pushed and
shoved at the meeting
A spokesman for the OU
Center for Afro-American
Studies said she believed
black students were pleased
that Sowle would resign.
"Most black students are
happy he is leaving." she
said, adding that many were
unhappy with how Sowle
handled black programs.

Claude R. Sowle

A SPOKESMAN for the

fledgling SWU said he
thought Sowle's resignation
proved that student voices
were heard at OU.
But about 200 greek
students marched In front of
Sowle's bouse Tuesday
asking that the president not
resign.
" As far as student opinion,
it could go either way,"
according to Betty Mizek, a
member of the Student
Government Board. Mizek
said "there are a lot of
mixed emotions" about
Sowle's resignation.
She said she thinks be
made the announcement
"because be has just had
enought of things "
"I think it was an
accumulation of everything
that made him do it," Mizek
said.

and control, said COUGAR'S
report was ambiguous in
defining academic policy
areas under the guise of
Academic Council.
The report gives Faculty
Senate jurisdiction over
some policy judgments.
"However, this suggests
academic areas not covered
In the report are 'up for
grabs' by either Faculty
Senate or Academic
Council,'' said Dr Karl

Schurr, professor of biology
COUGAR chairman Dr
Peter Facione, philosophy
department chairman, said
COUGAR members "are interested in maintaining
Academic Council's power,
with the power to make any
revisions in the University's
Academic Charter.
Dr. Facione suggested
that Academic Council
communicate with the
Senate Executive Com-

Fraud lawsuit
WASHINGTON (AP) - A lawyers'
organization has asked a federal
court to set aside the 1972
presidential election as "an utter
fraud" and to order the ouster of
President Nixon and Vice President
Gerald R. Ford
The 207 page suit, filed Tuesday In
U.S. District Court by the National
Lawyers Guild, contends the election
was invalid because of "numerous
criminal and otherwise unlawful
acts" committed in Nixon's reelection campaign.

Immunity ok'd
WASHINGTON (API - The Senate
Watergate Committee yesterday
authorized immunity from
prosecution in an attempt to get
testimony from Texas lawyer Jake
Jacobsen about an alleged bribe for
John B. Connally. sources said.

The committee voted S-0, with two
members absent, to authorise socalled use immunity for Jacobsen,
which would prevent prosecutors
from using against him any
testimony he gives to the committee.
The Watergate special prosecutors
may delay the final grant of
immunity for up to SO days, and are
expected to do so

weapon and robbery.
—
Dist. Atty. Joseph Busch filed the'
charges against Miss Hearst, 20, and
her cafrionftunrd-oomfades William
aad KmilyHants. "In our opinion,
Mia* Hearst was acting on her own
freewill.' said Busch

Engery bill out

WASHINGTON (API The House
has rejected and probably killed
standby emergency energy
legislation that would have given
President Nixon gasoline rationing
powers in the event of a renewed
crisis.
The action coincided with a
warning by the Federal Power
Commission that "even a slight
disruption of fuel supply could
produce power shortage" this
summer.
The American Automobile
LOS ANGELES (API - Newspaper
heiress Patricia Hearst, herself a Association reported that there
kidnap victim 106 days ago, was appeared to be no serious gasoline
charged yesterday with kidnaping supply problems and that pump
two persons, assault with a deadly prices are holding steady.

Jacobsen has previously given
testimony clearing Connally of taking
lio.ooo from Associated Milk
Producers. Inc., which was one of
Jacobsen s law clients and the
nation's largest dairy-farmer
cooperative. Connally has denied
taking the money.

Hearst

Kissinger seeking settlement
DAMASCUS. Syria (API A senior American official
said yesterday Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger
has worked out all the basics
for separation of Israeli and
Syrian forces on the Golan
Heights
But as Kissinger shuttled
here to meet with Syrian
President Hafez Assad,
newsmen were told be could
be hung up for a while on the

Council members fear conflict
Some members of
Academic Council expressed
fear yesterday that recommendations
of
the
Committee on University
Governance and Reorganization
(COUGAR)
describing Council's role In
University
policy-making
decisions might lead the
Council into a power conflict
with Faculty Senate.
Dr Charles Mott. chairman of quantitative analysis

newsnotes

mittee (SEC) "to alleviate
potential conflicts between
the two." SEC has examined
all recommendations
COUGAR has proposed for
modification of the University Charter.
"We are interested more
in eliminating the potential
general conflicts within the
report than with stating
specific policy considerations of the two
bodies." Dr. Facione said.

details principally
the
precise number and kinds of
armor that would be
permitted behind the
demilitarized zone.
Kissinger was said to be
still holding to his deadline
for returning home this
weekend-with or without a
final settlement.
HE APPEARED more
relaxed than usual arid the
mood in his camp was
decidedly optimistic.
If Kissinger heads borne
without a settlement, the
official said. Israeli and
Syrian technical experts
would be Invited to
Washington or Kissinger
might send American
specialists here.
The Syrians were said to
be very ambivalent in their
objectives but no more
favorable to guerrilla
warfare than the Israelis.
EVIDENTLY not all of
the pact would be made
public. Like the Israeli-

Egyptian disengagement of
last January, part of its
success will rest on
understandings conveyed
from one side to the other
through Kissinger.
In Israel, security forces

were guarding the border
with Lebanon and in towns
and villages residents were
taking up arms in case of
Arab terrorist attacks.
Jerusalem resembled an
armed
camp
with

paratroopers guarding
Premier Golda Melt's
office, helicopters sweeping
overhead, and soldiers
posted
at schools,
supermarkets and city
gates.

OU workers vote today
• from page on*

"It went over pretty
good." Greenwald said "We
had administrators going in
and doing student jobs.
Another strike starting
April 20 resulted in student
workers leaving their jobs
"pretty much in mass" and
"about 90 per cent of nonacademic workers didn't go
in to work," Greenwald
said.
She
said
that
administrators had to work
again and the university
obtained a temporary

restraining order
About 400 of the
approximate 500 nonacademic employees agreed
not to cross the picket lines
and went home, according to
Greenwald. but the
remaining 100, assembled at
the fairgrounds, were told
by administrators that they
were breaking their
contracts.
SHE SAID that on April
IS, University Vice
Presidents Edward Penson
and William Culp; Ward
Wilson, director of
personnel: Tom Atkins,

president of AFSCME; and
security police "who were
swinging billy clubs," broke
through the picket line. That
night, the students agreed to
end the strike.
The next day. the
administration agreed to
hold student workers'
election, including workstudy students, to decide If
they wanted the union.
Wilson said he is
"neutral" about the election
and said that "whatever the
student employees show
they want In the election,
that's what we want to see."

WINTHROP TERRACE

SPRING GLEAN-BUT

IS AGAIN RUNNING ITS

SUPER SPECIAL
UNTIL
MAY 31, 1974

FINAL DAYS
OF THE SALE
«#&**

—SAVE—

20-50% OFF

<* TURNTABLES
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WE ARE OFFERING A FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM IWQ BATH FOR THE SAME PRICE AS
A FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM ONE BATH!!!
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THIS OFFER EXPIRES MAY 31, 1974

FOR INFO CALL-352-9135
OR
COME OUT TO WINTHROP SOUTH
400 NAPOLEON ROAD

i You can hear us everywhere!
248 South Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio (419) 354-4322

FROM 9-5 DAILY
AND FROM 10-12 and 1-3 SAT.
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local briefs .
Fo//c concert
A concert featuring about five local folk
singers will be held Saturday in the Forum
of the Student Services Building, according
to Tom Honsa, graduate student in Popular
Culture.
Honsa said there will be no charge for the
8 p.m. concert but donations will be taken
for Crisis Phone, "one of the more
worthwhile organizations that gives help to
Bowling Green without direct financial
support,"

Coffee hour
The College of Health and Community
Services, in cooperation with the
department of sociology, will hold a coffee
hour at 4 SO p.m. next Tuesday in the
Capitol Room, Union.
The meeting is for students interested in
social work careers.
A specialization in social work has been
approved by Academic Council, University
Provost Kenneth Rothe. University
President Hollls A. Moore Jr and the
University Board of Trustees.
The College of Health and Community
Services is now awaiting final approval
from the Ohio Board of Regents

Brass choir
. The University Brass Choirs will
present their final concert of the season
at 8 p.m. today, in tot Recital Hall,
School of Music.
The choirs are directed by David C.
Rogers, associate professor of
performance studies, and student
conductor Robert Hennell, senior (Mus.
Ed.).
Tim Hagans, sophomore (Mus. Ed.),
will be featured in a trumpet solo.
The concert is free and open to the
public.

Thefts
One count of breaking and entering
and one stolen bicycle were reported to
Campus Safety yesterday.
The Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity house
was reportedly broken into during the
weekend. Glass in the fire escape door
on the third floor was broken, but
nothing was reported missing

David FerreU, junior (B.A.), reported
that his bicycle, a Js-lnch boys' Schwinn
valued at US, was missing from
Offenhauer West. The bicycle bad no
aerial number and was not licensed.
Five counts of petit larceny were also
reported.

Indian film
The Indian Association will sponsor
the film. "Bawarchi" at 730 p.m.
tomorrow In 115 Education Bldg.
The film's title which means "the
cook," concerns an Indian family
marked by disharmony among Its
members.
Admission Is $1.50 for students with
IDs, |1 for adults and children under 12
are admitted free.

City planner
Dean Bailey, president of Bailey
Realty, will discuss plans to renew
downtown Toledo at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
106 Industrial Technology Bldg.
Bailey was appointed about two
months ago to Mayor Harry Kessler's
committee for renewing the downtown
area.
His presentation is sponsored by the
construction department in industrial
education and technology.

Campus funday
All day tickets for Bowling Green Day
at Cedar Point have been reduced from
$7 to 86.50 according to Bob Movers.
Sports Information Director. Tickets for
children under 12 are $5
The ticket for the May 31 Funday
Includes all-day admission to rides, and
an after-hours "Oldies but Goodies"
dance, 10 p.m.-l a.m., sponsored by
WAWR radio.
A lack of student interest has resulted
In cancellation of bus transportation.
However, by contacting Moyers at 201
Stadium, a 45-seat bus can be reserved
for $110.
Tickets for the event can be purchased
until Thursday, May 30 at the Memorial
Hall ticket office or the WAWR radio
station. Tickets, will also be sold Friday,
May 31, at the B.G. Hospitality Booth at
Cedar Point. Anyone who has purchased
a 17 ticket may receive a 50-cent refund
at the Hospitality Booth.

Modular achievement center
aids disadvantaged students
Nationally, colleges and
universities have Increased
the number of programs to
attract
disadvantaged
students-those who might
not have considered college
doe to lack of money or poor
nigh school grades.
Yet a recent nationwide
survey snowed that only
about one-half of those
students enrolled in such
college programs actually
graduate.
Although the University's
retention rate of disadvantaged students has
matched the national
average, University officials
said they believe a new
Modular Achievement

Learning Center may help to
Improve a student's chances
for earning a degree.
ACCORDING to Clifford
Brooks, program coordinator, the objective of the
Center Is to improve the
educationally deprived
student's skills.
"It is our belief that all
normal students can achieve
in college if given an
opportunity with the most
advanced instructional
techniques available,"
Brooks said.
Funded by an $85,000 grant
from the U.S. Department
of Health, Education and
Welfare, the Center offers

specialised counseling and
diagnostic services for
students' modular courses in
mathematics, English.
reading study skill,
economics and biology and
specialized support systems
including tutors and
individual instruction.
Brooks said each segment
is based on the student's
needs as determined by
proficiency tests and
personal interviews.
MODULES of achievement are used in place of
textbooks so "the student
can work at his own pace,"
Brooks said. Depending on
the course, instruction may
include written materials.

Trustees for co-ed housing
Mike Wilcox, junior
(B.A.) and student representative to the Board of
Trustees, has received
positive reactions from the
trustees and University
personnel to a proposal for
increasing co-ed living
faculties.
Wilcox said the offices of
Student Affairs and Residence Life are interested In
establishing a committee to
find out If Increased co-ed
bousing is desired.
"I don't know what we can
do for next year." he said.
Wilcox said less damage

Correction
Promotions of Campus Safety officers were
upheld by Dr. Del HUyard, executive assistant to University
President Hollis A.
Moore, rather than by'
Dr. Moore himself, as
reported in the News
yesterday.

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Order Your 1974-75 Football,
Hockey And Basketball Season
Tickets Now - And SAVE!
Planning to purchase 1974-75 football, hockey or basketball season tickets this fall? Then order NOW and beat
the price increase!
Season ticket prices for 1974-75 will be raised, effective June 1. However, all returning students may order
tickets at last year's prices by signing up through May 31! The following tickets are available:

~J974 FOOTBALL SEASON TICKET (11,000 AVAILABLET

has been reported in co-ed
dormitories than in singlesex housing units.
He said If he is able to
establish a Campus Affairs
Board, one of its first
activities would be to
conduct a survey on co-ed
living.

The Campus Affairs
Board would be responsible
for providing student input
to Wilcox for Trustee's
meetings. The board must
be approved by the Student
Government Association
before Wilcox can activate
it

Revision, clarification
needed on federal bill
WASHINGTON (AP) The National Newspaper
Association says a bill curtailing government secrecy
should be revised so that it
clearly applies to all
segments of the federal
establishment.
A spokesman for the
group, Charles Rome, told a
Senate panel Tuesday that
the measure as introduced
by Sen. Law ton Chiles (DFla.i may not apply to the
executive branch.
Rome warned that under
the legislation, many

governmental actions which
directly affect the public
could remain secret if an
agency or department interprets them to be
personnel or management
matters.
The National Newspaper
Association played a key
role in securing enactment
of the first federal Freedom
of Information Act in 1966
The law's provisions would
be broadened by the Chiles
bill, which is modeled after
a Florida law opening up all
state government meetings.

TAKE YOUR GIRL OUT for
home cooked food on MEMORIAL DAY
PRICES REASONABLE
Christ Methodist Church in Portage (one block west
of stop light is serving: homemade ice cream, strawberry shortcake, homemade chicken sandwiches &
noodle soup and beverages.
5 p.m. to 7 p.m., 27th of May

small group lectures and
discussion,
tape-recorded
lessons, or supervised
laboratory work.
About 70 students, all
freshmen and sophomores,
are taking one or more
modules of study at the
Center, which has only been
hi full operation since
March.
Development of a grading
system compatible with the
University quarterly
grading scale is still In
progress. Brooks said that
he hopes a system "whereby
a student doesn't get a grade
if he hasn't completed the
module with st least 85 per
cent proficiency" can be
arranged.
UNIVERSITIES," he
said, are places to teach
students, not punish them.
<*'■»*»'
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tv
highlights
TONIGHT
4 p.m. Conclusion of Leon Uris' Exodus Channel 11.
9 p.m. Richard Chamberlain and Yvette Mimieux In "Joy in
the Morning" Channel 11.
TOMORROW
9 p.m. "Coffee, Tea, or Me?" with Karen Valentine
Channel:.
10 p.m Dean Martin and his cohorts roast Wilt
Chamberlain. Channel IS.
SATURDAY
2: IS p.m. Indians meet the Tigers at Tiger Stadium. Channel
11.
11:30 p.m. "One Eyed Jacks" with Marlon Brando. Channel
7.
SUNDAY
4:30p.m. Danny Thomas Memphis Golf Classic. Channel!
8:30p.m.TheIndy500 ChannelM.
MONDAY
4:30 p.m. Dennis Weaver as "The Forgotten Man". Channel
7.
8: IS p.m. The Orioles meet the Royals at Kansas City.
Channel 13.
TUESDAY
Sp.m. Laurel and Hardy. Channel 9.
11:30 p.m. Paul Newman in "The Left Handed Gun"
Channel 11
WEDNESDAY
8:30 p.m "The Morning After "-an emotional portrait of an
alcoholic. Channel 24.
11 30 p.m. That's Entertainment: SO Years of MGM Channel
24.
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SANITARY DRY CLEANERS
Any sweater (except suede or leather)
dry cleaned FREE with any dry cleaning
order until graduation.
Quick Clean Center
353-4494

across from Harshman
Spring Sale Price: $3.00
Fall Price: $5.00
Provides west side student general admission to five home games. (No exchange required.) Single game tickets
will be priced at $1.50 per game.

Every student should be
•hie to ears aa A or B, so
matter how long It takes
them to reach that level of
proficiency."
Hunter Boylan, acting
director of the Center said
he is pleased with the
students' reaction to the
program.
"They say they enjoy it
more than regular classes
they have had at the
University and they seem to
feel they are learning more,
too."
Boylan said the staff is
keeping a close watch on the
effectiveness of the innovative instruction methods
and the individual progress
of students so the staff can
evaluate and - improve
services for disadvantaged
students.

TODAY IS THE LAST DAY!
.. SIGN UP FOR

1974-75 SEASON HOCKEY ID CARD (2,700 AVAILABLE)
Spring Sale Price: $5.00
Fall Price: $7.00
Provides student general admission to eighteen home games. (Hockey ID cardholders are guaranteed a game
ticket, providing they exchanae bv Tuesday of game week. Beginning on Wednesday of game week, tickets will
be sold or exchanged on a first-come-first-served basis.) Single game tickets (when available) will be priced at
$1.00 per game.

1974-75 SEASON BASKETBALL ID CARD (3,300 AVAILABLE)
Spring Sale Price: $3.00
Fall Price: $5.00
Provides student general admission to thirteen home games. (Basketball ID cardholders are guaranteed a game
ticket, providing they exchange by Tuesday of game week. Beginning on Wednesday of game week, tickets will
be sold or exchanged on a first-come-first-served basis.) Single game tickets (when available) will be priced at
$1.00 per game.)

INFORMATION FOR ORDERING
1. Visit the Memorial Halt Ticket Office now through May 31, and order the season tickets of your choice (spring
quarter validation card required). Ticket office will be open weekdays (except Memorial Day) from 9 a.m.noon, and 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
2. Tickets must be charged to your university account. Bursar's Office will post amount due to your fall quarter
fees statement.
3. Pick up your tickets in the fall (show your fall quarter validation card). Pick-up information will be provided
when you order.
4. All sales final. (No refunds or exchanges permitted.)

ALL STUDENT COURTS
405 STUDENT ACTIVITIES
STUDENT SERVICES BLDG.

GET
INVOLVED

RUSH INFORMATION NIGHT
TONIGHT - 7:00 P.M. - SS FORUM
Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Alpha Phi
Alpha Xi Delta
Chi Omega
Zeta Phi

Delta Gamma
Delta Sigma Theta
Delta Zeta
Gamma Phi Beta
Kappa Delta
PhiMu
Sigma Gamma Rho
Beta

Remember-Saie Ends May 31. Order Today!

All interested women are invited to attend
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Students simulate
■

\

life experience
i ■

i'n o TV c/ossroom

Newstory by
Cindy J. Guydosh
Newsphotos by
Joseph W. Darwal
Quiet oa the set...ready to
up announcer's mike and
fade in on camera I., fade in
on camera 3, up announcer's
mike, eve him...
The news program begins
at broadcast journalism
students are gaining
practical
"real-life"

experience.
Dr. Harold Fisher, assistant professor of journalism
and Dr Singer Buchanan,
associate professor of
speech, are trying to create
the typical everyday television newsroom. The
students produce two 15-

minute
sion.

newscasts

The news begins in the
Moseley Hall news room
with the director, assignment editor and anchorperson putting together the
day's news. The "anchor" is
responsible for most of the

news while reporters cover
features and actualities,
weather, sports, and a commentary.
After two hours, the show
is then readied for the air in
the South Hall television
studio.
Students fill the technical

positions such as camera
persons, audio and video
tape recorder operators.
Every student plays an
important function-and the
class no longer performs as
individuals, but as a news
team in, a learning environment.
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DELTA SIGMA PI

LOCKER ROOM
SPORTING GOODS

the professional business fraternity, congratulates PHIL BALL and JANE SEIVERTH,
and also DENNIS CHERNEY and CINDY
GRABOWSKI on their engagements.
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SUMMER - SPECIAL RATES
AIR CONDITIONED - FURNISHED
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II De-s.

For information, call the
Banquet office and ask for
J. Scarvelis: 352-5211

(behind Burger Chel& Mr. Ed's)

Practically on Campus
(Nocar required)

352-9302(12-5)
352-7365 (after 5)
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by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

ACCOMMODATE up to
300 PEOPLE

CAMPUS MANOR
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M PRES/PENT, DO
WU THINK MANY
AMERICANS u/iu. ge
ABLE TO FIND THE
. TIME TOPBAD
« ALL OF me
TRANSCRIPTS
YOVHAYf
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A Mil that would appropriate S50.000 to the University for moving and
rebuilding on campus a redbrick acboolbouse in which
to store educational
memorabilia, has been
attached to Gov. John J.
Gllligan'i
supplementary
appropriations
bill,
according to Rep. Charles F.
Kurfess (R-Bowllng Green!
According to House
Speaker Pro Tern Vernal G.
Rife Jr.
(D-19 New
Boston), the supplementary
appropriations bill will pass
out of the House Finance
Committee and onto the
floor for a vote on Tuesday.
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BOOK YOUR
NEXT FUNCTION
in one of our 3
Banquet rooms which

School house

THE PRESIDENT HAS, THERSFORE.PECPEPZOFFEPTO
THE PUBLIC A SPECIALLY
come SUMMARY, HUNTED

utu.m wsmN, ue
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, THAT THE I300PA6ES
«\ Of TRANSCRIPTApe
\\FAPTDO LfNSTHY
\ FOP ANYONE BUT
JOURNALISTS AND ,
POUTKIANSTO
TACKLf.

A IN A HANCSOMRY BOUND
A 64 PA66 BOOKLET, £MBOSSED V LOOK JUST
LIKE THE ONES THE
REAL CONGRESSMEN &OT
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NOW NORMALLY,
YOUMI6HTEXPECT TO
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OF BOWLING GREEN

Weekends by appointment anytime

C.I.

SHADRACK

Canterbury Inn
The Mostest For
The Leastest
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At The

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Thursday, May a. urn

GIGOLO

• WEDS., THURS., FRI. & SAT.

The Chrietlan Science Organisation wUI have a testimonial meeting
tonls^attMlnProut Chanel. Opera to aU
The committee la support of the Untied Farm Workers win meet
ton%»Ui7 SSpm. kt Room 1st Hayea Hal.

Thurs., Fri. & Sat

SAME DEAL
AS WEDS.

i———

Thtre will be • French dab meeting at 7:M p.m. leatgbt at the
French House

—•"

I

The later Vanity Christian Fellowship will meet at 7 SS p.m.
taught in the Capital Room of the Union Steve Hardy will apeak.
Open to all.

This Coupon Good
For One Free Admission

B.O.S.U. Karate Cab will be lathe South gym of the Women's
Btiiilathimi»-Ut.m.OpmffMk.NtmclaM»miUtiht.

at the

Also

Haven Home SU4SU

GIGOLO

SYNERGY BAND

This Weekend
{Friday, May 24 & Saturday, May 25j
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WETTING SOLUTION
Best for your Contest lenses,
sterile, antiseptic

LOBTANPFOimD

1 F. to share trailer starting
Sept. across from OHeuhaner.
Call Eve 2SX212

Lost- While parakeet la hid
Street area. If aeea call: gjg7J47.

Mfg. List
$2.10

ar»/i Everyday $167
Mseeunt Price
1

SOQUETTE SOLUTION

Mtg. List $Z33

YOU NAME IT,
WE'VE GOT

Dbcuni Me,

SJ65

DIGEST
OCULAR DECONGESTANT
A sterile, refreshing
eye drop. 15cc.

$

Houses & Apartments
For Rent
FOR SUMMER & FALL
FANTASTIC PARTY
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL,
AND MUCH, MUCH,
MORE.
"Cablevision Available"

FOR INFORMATION
CALL - 352-9378

M

Mfg. List $2.07 ggt5& l
NOW ONIY

PREFERRED PROPERTIES

Shipping Clerk 12 76/hr
MOHNINUS Start hnmedl
ately Pa i ysbui g HUMS.
SUMMER JOBS Interviews
Thursday, May 12, Pink Dogwood, Union. 5 p.m. or 7 p.m.
Must be mature and able to
relocate Avg. »aving»O0t7
Busboys needed (or next year at
sorority bouse. Call l-SMO (or
Interview.
ATTENTION COLLEGE
STUDENTS: (all or part
tlmework, male or female,
bakery help wanted, 1st, 2nd.
and 3rd shift. Paid hospiiahxation, vacations, life Insurance, steady employment.
An equal opportunity employer.
Apply J.P.C. Corp., State Rt.
105 at Lemoyne Rd. Pern
benrtlle Pb 2S7-2211.
Alpha Gamma Delta accepting
HOUSE BOY applications for
next year. For Interview call 22M7or2-w»2.

4 ounces
For Contact Lens, Storage - Save

10-5 DAILY

1F. rmrnt. to sublet in summer.
Private, cheep, own bdtm,
garage sp Call Deb. SU-72T2

HELPWArVTED

-

V' .

Ride available to Fla Leaving
June 7th Call 3M-43J3 after
4:11.

Full time babysitter, summer
months, 2 nice kids, at Stadium
View Apts. StO/wk. SS2-0714
after t.

larjtvTCPorrKitKD
CUSTOM ENGAGEMENT
RINGS BY PHILIP MORTON,
THE WORKING HAND CRAFT
CENTER, 5HCONNEAUT.
ABORTIONS: For free Information and referral, call
A.F.P.I.O , a oon-profil-orianlmtionat (IB) 711-1177

Need 1 or 1 F. rmrnt (or
summer. House across from
campus. Call SS2-4M1
1 F. needed (or
SS7 00 Call

styr

F. rmrnt (or summer
I alter I.
Desperately need 1 m
roommate to help rent apt. for
IMI.ni (or enure
University Courts
Call Geary 2T2-2S7S

For your Photographic needs
portraits, passports, appllcationa ssd etc. Welaahrod Studio
IB W. Wooster. Phone 2444041
INTERESTED IN NO-FRILLS
LOW-COST JET TRAVEL to
Europe, The Middle East. The
Far East, Africa, or practkalry
anywhere' EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS can help you (hut the
least esxwnsive way for gstthtj
where you want to go. Phone us
toll-free, 24 hours a day, at (Ml)
Need to Talk? Decisions? Cat]
IP A for prsgnsjKi
us at EMPA
preamssKy iaid
M 11-1; TWR 4:i
S:M,F24.
Abortion latormatioo Service
Chn*c vary dose to area, l 24
week prsgnsry turailanlsil by
llceuaeu certified gyuecologlat.
Immif " arraagunianui win
he made with no hnaaia. Call
collect M hear service 214*31

mm.

WANTED

LOOKING FOR AN APARTMENT: TRY OURS. Slh St
Apts. SSMll Mh St 2 bedroom,
famished, air conditioned
Oio mo (or I moe llM/mo (or
12 mos. Call 3T.2-0717 (or further
kaTormatioo.
Still looking for a place to lire
this summer and (all? II so. stop
eat to CHERRY HILL
VILLAGE and see why we have
the best apts. SB town. FALL
leases available Cabtertelon
Available'' 2 bedroom fursaahsd
apts Ml Nssnteon Rd. Suite S
For info call MS-SMI. Hours »12
Irl-tMoo ihruFrl.
Summer teuton 1 or trailer.
M (eel (rom campus. Furu, air
cond . reaaouabte rant Call 1Apts. for 2, J, or 4
summer only. Ph. M1-72M

1 F. rmrnt. needed for smr. qtr.
Ah-coudltioaed apt. Call 2-5417

Rooms for summer sad (all
near campus. Ph. 2M-7SM.

Need S to sub-leeae apt SU-

2-bed apts. turn., a/c. Special
summer rates. Buff Apts. 1471
sed 14M Clough Call M4-7M1,
MS 4243. or 353 3143 for

414*
1 F. rmrnt
Village, Call

Summer, Univ.
I after I.

1-1 M. rmmts. Summer. Split
1121 mo No utll Big apt Mike
2M-7MX
1 or more male rmmatee Fall
and winter qtrs. Also need ran.
or apt allowing dogs
GUITAR STRINGS Buy yoar
gultar strings by mail and save
20V Seed for free string price
list. Amster Mask:. MM
Lavaca. Austin, Tesaa 71701
S>mmSLR.SPM*Faatasw/f:
1/Mrnm (1 yrs. oU) MS; and f:
Lt/lMmm Takumar, VrvHar
extension tabes and hard
leather case (or SPS0O-S4S Call
DanatM44Mt
GE. Portable Stereo and stand
Good condition MS or best offer.
2 INDY MO tickets on 4th turn.
Will sell at coat 2-J7«

PICTURE FRAMING HAGER
STUDIO
BUS STATION CARRY OUT Next to Hydraulic Rm. MS

2-2BR Plush ram. apts. 4
females each. Cent, heat 4 AC.
Free laundry facilities Offstreet parking. Private sun
deck Between campus and
town. No children or pets
Avail, summer or (all. S month
lease IMS or MM per mouth 1
year lease MM or On per
mouth. PHIS utilities Security
Sup oast. Can all Mil M-FI M4:M.

The No. 4 bdrm. turn. apt. for
garb, sununer-lall BS-7MS after
4,
I bed. Mobile home in Rural
setting svall June I. New
carpeting, sew drapes, no pets
please. Can MI-TIM after l:M.
1 room for summer, aaar
campus Call as person from 44

p.m. MOCrlm
Rooms with kitchens avail
Summer and fall
424 N
Prospect Can 244-MM
I had. apt avail, asm near 441
N EahsrprsMCsulMWMM.
House on tth St avail summer
for
1
peraoas.
Mo-M/aao/parsun. CaU BUI 272IMIarUMIIrl-MM.
Snhsseae: 1 bedroom apt, ab>
ristltlisirj, UMVmo
Avail
Juuel.Cslll
Room fer F. student
Collefle MfU.
faBCaeMagartv.

Ml S

saformation.

Apts. for summer nut -1 bedroom, bathroom and a half,
furnished, air cond. |lM.M/mo
CaUMMOM Roger
CAMPUS MANOR Special
aummsr rates-a few left for
fail Call A2-S302 from 14 and
MI-7Mlevesswgs.
APARTMENTS TO RENT 2U4P1.
New Reuting For Fall Qtr.
Furu. 1 had., 1 baths, MM mo. 1
occupants MM mo. 4 occupants
1 bed. turn., 1 adults MM mo
Prices an for a I mo. lease,
heat k water turn., lower prices
for 1 year lease Call for our low
summer rates and tnepectioe
lerl Ml MM collect.
GREENVIEW APARTMENTS
NOW
RENTING
FOR
SUMMER. Special rates on 1
and 1 bedrooms or efftcteactea
CalHaS-llSt between 124pm
Houaea and turn. apt. avail
snmroer and fall Ph. MS4M1
sfssr 1 or MH4T4
1 F. roommate, eesy-gofeag, for
laU qtr. For more aaf o. call JU4SI5
Person wanted, flseeH in writiag
English, to wrssi television
continuity far summer 1S-M
srs.wk Contact RHa at 3724121
before 1-17-74 for detaab and
tryouthdoratatka.

conviction of person /persons
who
discharged
fire
extinguisher at Haven House
the weekend of 5/11,5/11. II you
have any Information please
caU 1S2427I
Alpha Phi Pledgee Love Their
Phi-Anatastic Bigs!'
Phi Ma's sre interviewing for
houseboy position Call 172-3SOS
Kappa Sigs - Rockin and rollin
in beer wss lots of fun. Thanks
for the super tea! The Phi Mu s
Keep on truckin trikera! Phi Mu
Is number one again. Thanks (or
the great Job Pam, GaU, and
Joel The sisters of Phi Mu
CM IRIS MURDOCK (BaMansa
7-10 W and err.) Fundamentally
a peiloeopkical novelist much
preoccupied In successive books
with question of freedom,
power, and love as seen from
the point of view of moral
philosophy, she is highly entertaining, an absorbing storyteller.
48 IMMIGRANT FICTION
(Robb 1 MTWR) This course
will focus on fiction by and
about European Immigrants to
the United States. Including
some sociological and historical
background of immigration
English Ml: Science Fiction,
Poetry and Music, Women in
Literature. Black American
Literature, American Indian
Literature, and Literature and
Film. Including Little Foiea.
All the King's Men. Lord of the
Flies, Pygmalion, Inherit the
Wind, The Heiress, and Catch
22, all shown In class meetings;
all sections meet Literature
Group Requirements
Pat - Congrats oa being tapped
for Aatasns! I'm proud of you.
Love, Pam
The Slgma's are roaria' to get
Ihsw bags'LAX The Pledges

Phi Taa Scums, You'll never get
me. Doc.
FOB SALE
New lOspeed bike Jill). CaU 2MM
Like aew Fuji Bi-Cyde J175
value It's yours lor |1S. Call
Mart»141Te
71 Nova. Good coad . I cyl, std.
shaft See Gary. 710 7th St Apt.
Not
71 Hoads MS, low mUsage 1MMSMaitorl.
M" Girls Huffy bike. Good
cond 110 Peggy 2-1019
Playing the recorder to easy.
Free catalogue, recoideit,
recorder music. Beginners
Pearwood
Recorder,
Instruction Book. Ill 95
Amster Recorder Co. 1B4H
Lavaca, Austin, Texas 71781
MM Ford Ltd Wagon Engine
esc, cond. MM. CaU M1-7M1.
Hermes 10 (Swiss Made) typeFully electric, desk
el with dust cover IS mos
old O40 cash See at 300 Hanaa

I people,
aeeded to rnblet trailer tMa
samaaer.
Air-conditioned
mi mo 2- MM.

IMM Mobile Home, partially
furnished, sir conditioned,
skirted, dose to campus |MM.
MMTM after l:M.

3 women need 1 f rmrnt (or fall
qtr only. Reek Ledge Apt 3T2MMorl71-lMS

4 Apartments
at 7M Sixth St at
.IS) total cast for —mmvr
lease
Furnished A Air
I Call M2-5467 or 3S2-

I

M.

rnaasmats, 1 man
Clone to campua 171Mark

F ALL AND SUMMER
In sulk Street 1
water,

■MMMNMMI
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Mark Wover

Overall-a successful campaign
rather outstanding season
The BG diamoodmen finished the 1974 campaign with an
impressive 30-14 mark while finishing second in the MidAmerican Conference (MAC) behind Miami University.
The 30-win season was by far the best overall winning
mark ever recorded by a Falcon baseball unit In addition,
the BG nine notched a respectable 11-5 MAC record. But a*
one male Falcon fan said, "taking second place in. the
conference is like kissing your sister. "
ALTHOUGH THIS feeling was not voiced as eloquently by
the BG baseballers. the players did indicate similar
disappointment with their league standing.
"Personally for me. it was more than a satisfying year."
said BG team captain Gary Haas, refering to the 30-wins
and a fine individual effort. "But we always try to win the
league and it was disappointing (to finish second)."
Falcon mentor Don Purvis had similar sentiments.
"That's what we shoot for (the MAC crown)." the BG
coach said "We could have won the league a couple of
times."
Purvis was remembering the league losses to Ball State

amassed a 10-1 season mark to set a new single season
school record.
"The Kipper" was a truly clutch performer in the
conference as be won his last three MAC encounters by 1-0
scores.
Using his deceptively quick fastball and an excellent
curve ball. Young brought the 80-minute game back into
style
THE MOST DISAPPOINTING performance this year was
probably turned in by the big junior. Dan Hebel. Hebel's 5-3
pitching mark is undoubtedly not a poor performance, but
more impressive things were expected from the BG hurler
Hebel lost a couple of crucial games in the late innings
that had to sting his confidence. I would look for a fine
"comeback" year from him next season-somewhere in the
neighborhood o.' eight or nine wins. '
Although he suffered some tough losses in 1974. Hebel's
record did not give an indication of his excellent pitching
talents
THE MOST PLEASANT surprise this season had lo be the
bat of freshman Jerry Shupe
Shupe. who filled the designated hitter's spot in the lineup
for most of the season, garnered numerous clutch hits in
crucial game situations
The Falcons will find the big freshman's power a valuable
asset in the future.
THE MOST IMPROVED player during the course of the
season was Jim Fosnaugh. The versatile senior became an
awesome threat to the opposition as the year progressed
Fosnaugh used his speed, glove and bat to become one of
the stellar performers on the BG learn.

and Ohio University when the Falcons lost leads in late
innings.
The two rain-outs at Northern Illinois did not help either.
Purvis is reluctant to mention the wash-outs because he said
it is futile to think about games which never took place.
But nevertheless. I think the Falcons would have won
those games two weeks ago. They had beaten Western
Michigan twice the day before I am sure the momentum
would have carried the Falcons over Northern Illinois.
The pattern was similar in the MAC all year. Small
miscues cost BG and the runner-up spot is probably not a
true testimony to the Falcons' talents.
Garnering an impressive record in a tough conference,
the Falcons have no reason to be ashamed of a second place
finish. Their overall record is representative of a fine team
and the nation's coaches respect the quality of baseball
played in the MAC
A number of memorable performances stand out while
reviewing this season The BG diamondmen had more than
their share of success and heartbreak stories in 1974
THE MOST CONSISTENT performer all year had to be
sophomore hurling ace Kip Young. The righthander
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THE "MR. CLUTCH" and "Mr Hustle" awards go lo
Gary Haas-hands down.
When the going got tough and the pressure was on. il was
usually Haas who came through for HG The shortstop
turned in spectacular plays that were taken as
commonplace after a while
There is not much more that you can say about Haas other
than the fact that he is one of a kind, an exclusive all-star
that coaches dream about.
AS FOR the outstanding performer, there are several
candidates
Third baseman Joe Meyer, a first team all-MAC selection,
crushed the ball all year while turning in some fine
defensive plays. The junior started hot and stayed that way
as he picked up consistent clutch hits His play kept the
Falcons going in the early part of the season and much ol the
credit for a 30-win season goes to Meyer
Lef tf ielder Dick Selgo was a batting magician this year as

Indy drivers ready to go-almost
INDIANAPOLIS (API-If
a judge gives the green
light, the 33 starters for the
58th Indianapolis 500 mile
race will fire up their
engines today for what is
known as "carburetion
runs "
It is the final practice
session before Sunday's
noon. EDT. flag-off. and
though a SI million lawsuit

must be settled first, most
of the drivers were
preparing for the official
warm up.
AS THEIR mechanics
labored over high-powered
engines-those that qualified
for the line-up at an average
speed of 182.787 miles per
hour a judge in downtown
Indianapolis heard arguments in a legal action that

could hold up the running of
sport's biggest spectacle
Several irate car owners
sued the Speedway and the
United States Auto Club
Tuesday over a dispute in
qualifying procedure under
which the original field
earned starting berths
The plaintiffs were
members of a group whose
cars were left in the

Belkin Productions Present:

qualifying line last Saturday
when the final qualifying
trials were shut down in
accordance with an entry
blank deadline of 7 p.m.
THE
left-at-the post
owners contended there
should have been an
extension of qualifying lime
beyond the deadline, or that
the trials should have
reopened

8P*
u

FRIDAY MAY 24th
7:30 P.M.
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with their ver^, special
guest stars
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KANSAS

he clouted six homers and knocked in 30 runs. Although he
cooled down in the last few games, he definitely was a
major factor in BG's success in 1974.
Young and Haas also have to be included in the
outstanding performer category.
To single out one of these four players as the best would be
an extremely tough task. It is easier to say that the
foursome were key players in a very successful 1974 Falcon
baseball drama.

Don Purvis—another fine season

MUSICIANS:

jf\

FRIAR TUCK'S

S

111 WEST DUDLEY-MAUMEE
(behind Home Federal Savings)

TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
Has open talent auditions 10-11 p.m. Thursdays for Folk,
Blues, Blue Grass, etc. — Singles, duets, or groups.

$5 00 Advance
S6 00 Day of Show
General Admission Tickets Available At
Toledo Sports Arena. Masonic Auditorium
Bowling Green - Finders Records

.... A NIGHT TO B006\£

....Be«Ror\harw
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UNION

"SWEET MEAT" Thursdays
"TERRY AND CHARLEY" Wednesdays
"THE VILLAGERS" Fridays Saturday

23

THURSDAY RAY

SALE

CURRENTLY FEATURING

BARROOM

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
NEW OFFERINGS, FALL 1974

"SLEEPWALK"

Little Shop
Union

151: EMERGENCE OF HUMAN SOCIETY: CONTINUITY AND
CHANGE (4)
A comparative study of the cultural patterns and problems from
Paleolithic cave to Medieval castle, which laid the foundations of
civilization. Professors Kawashima, Thomas, Oglevee, Forse.

Right In -

8-5 Mon. thru Fri.
10-3 Sat.

Save 10% to 50% on ALL

MWWWWWMVWMWWMMPlMAAMMAMAMMMAAAAMAAAi

Sleepwear and Lingerie

Going To Summer School

Call Maurer Green For
Low Summer Rates

(Wed. thru Sat.)

Close to Campus

352-0717
or
352-7660

All Spring robes.
.fS-Arfl

20% off

Matching Seersucker Robe ... 30% off
Gown Long Nylon Print
40% off
Gowns - Long and short 10% to 50% off
Peignoir Sets - p** .... Now 25% off
AIIBras
10% to 50% off
(One group odds n'ends)
99e
All Slips-half slips
20%-50%
Bralettes
Now 50% off
Bikinis - Briefs
10%-30% off

■

Belkin Productions Present:
THURSDAY. AAAY-iCkh"j-•7J30 PM.
"*«
-<K'IW2

Now 20% to 40% off

Mini Gown macron-cotton)

-

ROY BUCHANAN

$5.00 Advance
S6.00 D»y of Show
General Admission Tickets Available At:
Toledo Sports Arena. Masonic Auditorium
Bowling Green — Finders Records

»/

*.# *••

152: RISE Or THE WEST: RENAISSANCE TO REVOLUTION (4)
Transformation of European Society: institutional and ideological
change, the rise of the West to world power. Professors Alston and
Knox.
153: EUROPE IN THE MODERN WORLD: DOMINANCE AND
DECLINE (4)
Impact of the political and industrial revolution on European society
and culture; 19th century expansion and 20th century retreat from
world power; the rise of totalitarianism and world conflict. Professors Rowney, G. Platt, Weinberg, Chen.
153 Course of Dr. Weinberg (TF 10-12):
The study of European history through the use of films.
391: WORLD WAR II (4)
Students will be introduced to the way participating peoples experienced the global conflict of 1939-45 and the ways they remember it
in books and films. Students will investigate how the war was experienced and how it is remembered by older Americans available to
them. Students will actively participate in the construction of the
course by their field work: interviewing the war generation, collecting letters, etc. No prerequisites. Prof. Alston; 7:30-9:30 p.m. TR.
391: HISTORY OF POVERTY, CRIME, VIOLENCE (4)
Investigation of the development of interest in and perceptions of
crime in 19th century Europe; popular protest and the culture of
poverty; public and official responses to the problem of social order.
No prerequisites. Prof. Graham, MW 1-3.

I

BLUE OYSTfcR CULT
TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA

893-5254

*~

Powder Puff
525 RIDGE ST.

WEST OF MCDONALD

477: 20th CENTURY EUROPE (4)
Aspects of European historical development in the 20th century, with
emphasis on the major forces, events, experiences which have
shaped the course of Europe generally and its place in the contemporary world. Prof. Rock, MW 1-3.

•/Thai M Mew*. Ihundmy, M-r aj, 1974

Looking ahead—Piper drills young golfers for future
By Diet Reel
AnhiUil Sporli Editor
The Mid-American Conference (MAC) golf championship! had not officially
concluded, but John Piper
was already preparing for
next season.
Last Saturday at Kent,
three of four groups of
golfers remained on the
course in the championship
competition. The Falcons
ware obviously out of the
title picture, but Piper
wasn't sitting around
moping.
Instead, the Bowling
Green golf mentor was on
the practice green with
Mark McConnell and Kay
Ameen. He was giving the
two golfers tips on
improving their putting
procedures.

PIPER HAS a good reason
to be optimistic about next
year. The only golfer not
returning is senior Jim
Smith, who averaged 80.6 in
seven rounds this spring.
Two juniors, two sopho-

mores and two freshmen
made up the top six golfers
this spring. Two excellent
recruits, who have signed
national
letters-of-intent,
should give the Falcons a
very balanced squad next

Walters top pick
For the second straight year, Bowling Green's Kenny
Walters was selected the No. 1 man on the all-Mid-American
Conference (MAC) golf team.
The nine coaches in the conference voted on the selections
and Walters received SI votes out of a possible 56. He
narrowly edged Miami's Bill Wellman who had 46 votes.
Toledo's Ted Osaoff, a repeater from last year's squad,
garnered third position with 34 votes.
Rounding oat the eight-man team are Northern Illinois'
Mick Soli, Ohio University's Brian Webb, Eastern
Michigan's Bob Proben, Kent State's Curt Sampson and
Western Michigan's Mike Hurley.
Rodger Cramer, who guided Miami to the league title,
was selected as coach of the year.

Miles named top senior

"Ho ho. to regain Ms putting confldonco

That's

what Falcon golf coach John Piper said about
Stove

Mossing,

shown

hero

in

earlier union

action. Mossing averaged 77.S for the BC linkitors
who finished their season with a 59-28-1 record.
The sophomore,

with two yean of experience

under his belt, will attempt to be more consistent
next season. (Newsphoto by Joseph Glick)

Paul Miles was selected
as the Falcon Club's senior
athlete of the year at an
awards luncheon yesterday.
Other awards went to
baseball star Gary Haas,
who was chosen as MidAmerican Conference
(MAC) scholar-athlete from
Bowling Green, and
basketball player Jack
Wissman, who was given a
special "hard work" award.
Miles, who was the
football team's MVP, is only
the third player in NCAA
history to gain over 1,000
yards in three consecutive
seasons.
HAAS HOLDS Falcon
career marks in number of
times at bat, hits, games
and runs scored.
Wissman averaged 6.8
points as a part-time starter
for the basketball team.
OTHER NOMINATIONS
for the athlete of the year
award were Mike Bartley
(hockey), Steve Briethaupt
(swimming),
Dave

Dyminski (soccer), Dave
Fegley (track), Craig
Macdonald (cross country),
Dennis O'Neil (wrestling),
Jim Smith (golf), Paul

Wayne (lacrosse) and Tim
Hoover (tennis).
Previous winners of the
award include New York
Giant linebacker Joe Green.
American steeplechase
record holder Sid Sink,
hockey star Glen Shirton
and Olympic gold medalist
Dave Wottle

Rose
resigns

Casey Daganhardt and
Rich Herbst had a dream of
becoming Mid-American
Conference (MAC) first
doubles champions, but one
serve separated them from
winning the crown.
But who would have
guessed that a pair of
freshmen could beat the No.
4 and No. 1 seeded teams
and then challenge Miami's
veteran
first-doubles
contingent which finished
second two years in a row?
Apparently Herbst and
Daganhardt believed they
could win. They said it was
their confidence which held
them together for three sets
and then one serve away
from winning the match.
"I think the big thing that
held us together was our
confidence," Herbst said
"We had just beaten J of fey
(Phil) and Kendall (Pete),
who were the top seeded
players, and I felt we had an
excellent chance of winning
it all."

Daganhardt said. "Rich and
I hit the ball good, winning
the first set, 7-6 We didn't
get off to our usual slow
start, and that might have
neen the key to our good
play."
"They (Miami) were
starting to get nervous in
that
second
set,"
Daganhardt said "We were
up 4-2 in the tiebreaker and
they were getting upset, but
things started to go their
way and they won the set."
Herbst said he missed a
volley double faulted, and
landed a shot two-feet out of
bounds to give Miami new
I lie
The two BG netters said
they were depressed after
coming within a triplematch point of winning the
MAC title, but Herbst said
he and his partner didn't
"choke" in the third set.
"We
came
out
surprisingly in the third set
and battled them down to
the wire." Daganhardt said.
"But they broke my serve at
3-3. and we couldn't catch
up "BG lost 6-4

DAGANHARDT admits
that be was a bit nervous
going into the finals but said
it was nothing beyond the
"freshman jitters."
"If I was nervous, I didn't
notice it in my playing,"

HOWEVER.
BOTH
Falcon racketmen believed
they were just on the verge
of catching fire and that
momentum had built up to
"anear-MACtitle."
"We lost s lot of close

matches this year,"
Daganhardt said. "We were
just on the verge of breaking
away. At the time of the
conferences, we were
playing our best tennis.''
"I'm sorry it's over,"
Herbst said. "BG was just
coming on strong, and
because we took a lot of
licks this season, I didn't
figure on a second place
finish
"Losing that doubles
championship when we were
a triple-match point away
from winning had to be my
biggest
disappointment,"

NEED
HELP
-NOW!
Full time positions.
Male and female. 18
years and older.

THE RETURN of junior
Kenny Walters, who led the
Falcons with a 74.4 average
and won medalist honors in
the conference championships, is enough to make
Piper optimistic.
"He's got to be much
more confident now and
much better prepared under
pressure,'' Piper said
following Walters' performance in the MAC cham■pionships
Disappointments? "They
would have to be Mark
McConnell and Steve
Mossing." the BG coach
said. "Both have hit the ball
as well as last year-but both
have lost confidence in their
putting. And they must

Stadium Vitw Plaza

1-313-861-5656
1-313461-5657
Call Collvcl

Stay in Bowling Green & Be Happy

NOW PLAYING
EVE. 7:30 & 9:30

Char Broiled Sinks and
Chops
Kail Coarse Kamlly Dinaer

It VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAKKLES
Open Tues thru Sat. 7:30-1
Sundays 7:30-7:M
412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

The True Story of the Two Copa
Called Batman and Robin
•WPren«iT«lsmiCSPI IkMlMMaWal aMIilfT Srrrvn tiUm'CSf a*a I
taMUtcmSMbil"annum UiiwiScnCoiiiGoMwbiihcMMK'IfiMe
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CINEMA n

Hurry Final Weeks!
EVE. 7:20 & 9:30

DOUBLE ACADEMY AWARD WINNER!

■

WILLIAM PETER BLATTY S

Help

THE
EXORCIST

KARfT.fi
Help You

MIDNIGHT MOVIES
Take this coupon to ZIP'Z. and whan you do.
10 cants ot your purchase mall go to KARMA.

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY NIGHTS

KARMA is an onjaniiation that halpa paoplt

BGSU June Graduate

-The Sisters of Phi Mu

- FEATURING -

s
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CONTINENTAL ABORTION
REFEMAl
INon-Piolitl

"I'm thinking about
having a system whereby
the two players with the
highest scores have to sit out
the next tournament," Piper
explained. "Too many times
this year, certain players
assumed that they would get
voted Into the Uneup-and
sometimes they weren't
consistent.''
A new NCAA ruling
permits golf teams to play
two of their twelve allowed
matches in the fall. Bowling
Green might play In the University of Michigan Invitational next fall.
However, Piper said,
nothing is final at this time.

352-4671

Thurs., Fri., Sat.

Pizza Inn

The Falcon mentor
Indicated that some
changes might be made neit

PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

NEW HOURS

AB

tials and should play often

for BO.

We're happy with
Our Fantastic Fourteen!
Congratulations on
Pledging!

CINEMA I

Pagliai's

Problem
Pregnancy

"JIM WAS an asset to the
team. I was satisfied with
his first year," Piper said.
"I thought he showed
occasional flashes of
eicellent golf."
The two recruits that
Piper has signed are John
Miller of Dubuque, Iowa,
and Gary Treater of
Warren. Both have Impressive tournament creden-

• 2 bedroom Units
• Office Open 24 Hours a Day, 7
Days A Week
• 9 to 12 Month Leases

uffiimiimiuiiimiiii'tiiiimiiiiiiitiitinr

4 - 2 a.m.
Sun. Thru Wed.
4 - 1 a.m.

regain their putting
confidence."
Piper said that sophomore
John Stewart bad unproved
this season but still tends to
be inconsistent. Stewart
averaged 76.9 compared to
an 82 4 average last year.
Freshman Jim Decker,
who averaged 76.1 in his
first season of college competition, drew words of
praise from his coach.

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT
on "Super Cops" • $1.00 & I.D.

FALL LEASES & SUMMER
LEASES AVAILABLE

Herbst said. Casey is a real
good doubles partner, and
together we almost won It.
That win would have been
the payoff for all the
hardwork and disappointment this year." said
Herbst, who was voted by
league coaches to the all
MAC first team for his
efforts in the league
championships

$

1616 E. Wooster

Piper termed BG's sixth
place MAC finish "disappointing" and indicated that
the competition will be
tougher next spring.
"The overall quality of
MAC golf this spring is the
best it's ever been," be said.
"And it's going to get
tougher next year with Ball
State eligible "
Kent State, who finished
second to Miami in the
league championships, is the
only conference team that
will lose a majority of its top
performers.

BUMPUS-DAHMS &
AL-LYN APTS.

Bowling Green athletic
trainer Gary "Doc" Rose,
26. has signed a contract
with the Memphis Southmen
of the World Football
League for the 1974 season.
Rose will join former
Falcon head football coach
Bob Gibson, now serving as
an assistant coach with the
Southmen, and BG's alltime leading rusher, Paul
Miles
A 1970 graudate of Ohio
Northern University, Rose
came to Falconland in 1871
as a graduate assistant and
was elevated to his present
post in 1972

Confidence aided young netters
By DaaGarfleM
Assistant Sports Editor

season.

«rtK> ara hassled by drug usa or abuaa, confidentially and for free.

ALL SEATS'2.00-Tickets on sale 11:30

Offer gaod only at tha Bowling Groan ZIP'Z
store.

"School Girls"
Local well-established business needs an outside salesman. We're looking for
new BGSU graduate who has a pleasing personality and wants to put in an
honest day's work in return tor a salary/commission that's limited only by his
own ambition and hard work. In other words, we want a guy who could sell a
refrigerator to an eskimo. He can start part-time right now and go full-time
immediately upon graduation. Must have car. Send photo, resume, references
and salary expected immediately to P.O. Box F, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402.

plus

"School Girls Growing Up"

J

DOUBLE FEATURE

